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ISTEK-C105 200A 750V DC Contactor
Part-A: Areas of applications
This model of high voltage contactor can be used in
many different areas, which include: battery charger,
pre-charging of inverter capacitor, DC power control,
circuit protection, and the switching control of power
supply for electric vehicles (EVs). It is also widely
used on uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and
other electronic control system.
Part-B: Product features and benefits
1 – Very Reliably Sealed for Safe Operations
Sealed with highly reliable composite sealant which
has extremely high adhesive strength on plastic and
iron materials, also with high hardness and good
high / low temperature adaptability, this contactor
can safely work under hazard and explosive
conditions.
2 - Capable of controlling very high current and very
high voltage
The rated break voltage range is 12–750VDC. The
maximum break (cut off) load voltage can be up to
900VDC. This contactor can cover the entire range
without the need of multiple versions.
3 – Compact and quiet
With the contact chamber filled with inert gas and
the adoption of magnetic-arc-blow and non-arc gap
structure, it makes possible to have very small
contact gap while maintaining safe and efficient DC
breaking. As the result of this optimal structure, the
contactor is small and very quiet even when it
breaks high current.
4 – Low power consumption and high efficiency
Using coil economizer, the holding power is merely
1.7W at 12Vdc while the reversing EMF is kept at
zero volts.
5 – Safe and reliable
The contactor’s safety and reliability are ensured by
the fact that the contact is sealed inside the
chamber filled with inert gas. The arc has no way
out which makes it very safe. The consistent contact
resistance makes it perform reliably regardless of
the environment changes.
6 – Flexible
It can be made with or without polarity according to
the loads. Easy installation with side or bottom
mounting options.
7 – RoHS compliant (EU RoHS directive 2002/95/EC)
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part-C: Part Numbering System:
Meaning of the code
typical part number

ISTEK-C105

-

200A

750V

C

-

Series：

“ISTEK-C105”＝ ISTEK-C105 Series DC contactor



Rated Current：200A



Rated Voltage: 750Vdc

Contact Form：

“C”＝Normally Open , Polarized Contacts；
“D”＝Normally Open with aux. contacts, Polarized Contacts；
“E”＝Normally Open, Non- Polarized Contacts

Part-D: Technical parameters
Power Contacts Parameters
Power Contacts
Arrangement
Rated Operating
Voltage
Make/Break Current at
Various Voltages
Continuous (Carry)
Current （65℃）

Dielectric Withstanding
Voltage★3

Insulation resistance

1 form normally open

Electrical Life

See table below

12-900VDC

Mechanical Life

1,000,000 cycles

See table below

Break Current (max.)

Aux. Contact Parameters

Rated 200A 65mm2 wire
Max. 500A 150mm2 wire *1

Aux. Contact
Arrangement

1 form normally open

2,000A @320VDC，1cycle *2

Aux. Contact
Current, Max.

2A@30VDC/
3A@125VAC

Aux. Contact
Current, Min.

100mA@8V

Aux. Contact
Resistance, Max.

0.417ohms@30VDC/
0.150ohms @125VAC

Between open contacts：
5,000Vrms*5
Between contact and coil：
2,200Vrms★5
Between Open Contacts as well
as Contact and Coil:
New products：100 MΩ (Min.)
@500Vdc.
After electrical life：50 MΩ(Min.)
@500Vdc.

Contact Voltage
Reduction（@200A）

Estimated Life

≤40mV

Environmental Parameters

Operate Time @25℃

Shock，11ms 1/2 sine
（Closing）

20G Peak

Close
（includes bounce）

25ms，Max.

Vibration, sine,20G( peak)

80～2,000Hz

Bounce
（after close only）

7ms，Max.

Operating Ambient
Temperature

-40～+85℃

Release
（includes arcing）
Max@2000A

12ms，Max. *4

Altitude

<4000m

Weight

0.95Lb（0.43kg）
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Coil Operating Voltage
Voltage（will operate）

9-36VDC

32-95VDC

48-95VDC

Voltage（Max.）

36VDC

95VDC

95VDC

Pickup(close)Voltage（Max.）

9VDC

32VDC

48VDC

Hold Voltage（Min.）

7.5VDC

22VDC

34VDC

Dropout (open) Voltage（Min.）

6VDC

18VDC

27VDC

Inrush Current (Max.)

3.8A
0.13A@12VDC
0.07A@24VDC

1.3A

0.7A

0.03A@48VDC

0.02A@72VDC

Holding Current (Avg.)
Note：

*1：Recommended wire.
*2：After the test, both dielectric withstanding voltage and insulation resistance will not be able to
meet the original requirements.
*3：The detection location is same as the "dielectric withstanding voltage" and insulation resistance is
about 50MΩ at the end of life.
*4：Without using diode.
*5：Current leakage <10mA (1 minute @ sea level)
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part-E： Electrical life prediction under Resistive load
Load Voltage
120

270

320

400

600

750

800

900

Life cycles
Load
Current

VDC

VDC

VDC

VDC

VDC

VDC

VDC

VDC

50A

100,000

40,000

35,000

30,000

20,000

18,000

1,4000

12,000

100 A

50,000

22,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

150 A

30,000

17,000

15,000

13,000

4,000

1,000

800

600

200 A

25,000

12,000

10,000

4,000

800

450

220

180

250 A

20,000

7,000

3,000

1,500

300

180

90

60

300 A

18,000

3,000

1,500

700

180

100

65

35

350 A

15,000

2,000

800

400

100

80

55

20

500 A

10,000

500

300

100

35

30

26

5

650A

3,000

200

80

40

30

25

20

2

750A

1,800

100

50

35

25

20

18

1

Note：
1. For maximum inductor is 300uH resistive load.
2. End of life - that is when 500V DC between terminals the Insulation Resistance is as low as 50MΩ.
3. Contact Max switched current is 650A, to avoid cold welding.
4. This curve is extrapolated data estimates, only for customer’s reference, it is recommended to carry
out experiments for different situations.
Continuous Carry Current
Allowed Range

200A

Continuous Carry Current
Disallowed Range

Predicted
Electrical
Life
（Times）

Current（A）
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part-F: Standard EV Product Typical Applications: Electric car charging circuit
Make/Break Life for Capacitive & Resistive Loads at 320Vdc*1

、*2

@90% nominal pre-charge (make only ),see the figure below
50,000 cycles
@80% minimum pre-charge (make only ),see the figure below
50
cycles
12
cycles
@ 200A On/Off（2 consecutive ,reverse polarity）★1
@2,000A (break only) ★1
1
cycle ★3
Mechanical Life 1,000,000 cycles
*1：Resistive load inductance - L=25uH, Load at 2500A, tested at 200uH.
*2：Life based on projected Weibull Life with 95% reliability.
*3：After the test, Dielectric Withstanding Voltage and insulation resistance cannot meet the original
requirements.
Electric vehicle charging controller using ISTEK-C105 200A750V pull characteristic curves
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part-G: Outline Size and Installation Dimensions

Part-H: Precautions
1． When installing contactors, washers have to be used to prevent the screws from loosening.
Exceeding the maximum torque can lead to product break-down, refer to the following provisions
on torque ranges.
 Contacts torque (M8 Nut)： 8.8-11 N.m
 Torque at mounting position：1.7-3.3 N.m
2． The contactor coils are polarized, so it should be connected according to the wiring instructions.
For contacts of polarity types, they should also be connected according to the wiring diagram, but
for nonpolar types, contact wiring can be connected in any direction.
Product with energy-saving board comes with a reverse surge absorption circuit, therefore these
products no longer need to use surge protectors. We recommend products without energy-saving
board to use piezo resistor as surge protectors, the diode should be avoided, as this would
reduce the cutting capacity.
3． Do not reuse products that have dropped on to the ground.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4． Avoid installing the product in strong magnetic fields (e.g. near the transformer or magnet), or
near objects with heat radiation.
5． Electrical life
In final breakdown mode, as the high voltage DC switch, this contactor may lose its breaking
function. So, do not exceed its specified switching capacity and life parameters. (Please treat the
contactor as a product with certain life, replace it when necessary). Once losing the ability to
break or cutoff, it may cause neighboring parts to burn. So, design a proper wiring diagram to
ensure that power supply can be cut off within 1 second.
6． The life of the internal gas diffusion
The contactor‘s contacts is sealed in a cavity which is filled with inert gas, the gas diffusion life is
decided by the contact chamber temperature (i.e. ambient temperature + temperature rise when
contacts energized). Make ensure that the ambient temperature is - 40 to +85 ℃.
7． If the contactor coil and the contacts are continuous under the rated voltage / current, then power
supply will be connected straight after the cutoff, coil resistance will increases due to the coil
temperature rise, this will result in the increase of product’s pull-in voltage, even beyond the rated
pull-in voltage. In this case, you should take the following measures: such as reducing the load
current; limiting the continuous power-on time; or to have coil voltage higher than the rated pull-in
voltage.
8． When the load is resistive, the main contacts’ rating parameters are applicable. If it is inductive
load (L load) with L/R> 1ms, the inductive load should have a parallel surge current protection
device.
9． The coil drive circuit’s power must be greater than the coil’s power; otherwise it will reduce the
breaking / cutting capacity.
10．
After the contactor is turned on for about 0.1 second, the coil starts automatically switch, do
not repeat on / off at that time, as this may damage the contactor.
11．
Do not contaminate the terminals, and the external wiring terminals should be contacted
reliably with the main terminals (refer to below figure for wiring); otherwise it may cause too high
terminal temperature.
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